N.S.S. Unit of VIVA College had conducted and organized various activities and programs as follows:

1. NSS Orientation Program.

**Speaker:** Prof. Vaibhav Satvi. Ex-Program Officer, VIVA-NSS Unit, VIVA College, Virar.

**Date:** 15th July, 2011.

**No. of participants:** 325.

It is inaugural ceremony of NSS activity for the new Academic Year that is 2011-12. All Volunteer Students were gathered in seminar hall at 10.00am. The ceremony was inaugurated by Principal Dr. R.D. Bhagat sir. In the Speech of Speaker, sir had created awareness about NSS unit, its activity, rules and regulation, discipline and enrollment for college NSS unit.

The leaders of previous year were felicitated to motivate the other volunteers to perform best. Group formation and task was given for various Leaders.

2. Tree Plantation at College Road side in association with Forest Department, Virar.

**Chief Guest:** Mr. Mukane Saheb, Forest Officer, Virar Region.

**Date:** 25th July, 2011.

**No. of Participants:** 129

To create awareness and to plant the trees all volunteers work together and planted 95 plantlets. Two day before the activity the meeting were conducted regarding the planning and arrangement of events. All group leaders were participated and task was distributed among.

As it is the first activity of the year all volunteers were quite excited. It helped to spread the importance of Trees in real life.

The college management and Principal had provided all necessary facilities for volunteers.

3. 1st Blood Donation Drive and Thalasemia Detection Camp.

**Guest:** Mr. Tanna Sir, & Mrs. Inasin Madam, Social Worker, Rotary Club.

**Date:** 8th Aug, 2011.

**No. of Participants:** 45 Volunteers.

NSS in association with Rotary Club, organized Thalasemia awareness and detection camp along with Haemoglobin testing and Blood Donation Drive. There were huge response and about 955 student’s checkup with this Genetical disease. Three blood banks were obtained the 293 blood units.
This activity was conducted under the title of University Project regarding Health and Hygiene. Rotary club provide various kinds of Visual Aids that make easy for the volunteers during people interaction and in creating awareness.

4. **Independence Day celebration.**


Date : 15\textsuperscript{th} Aug, 2011.
No of participants : 287 Volunteers.

Entire NSS unit along with our ex NSS Volunteers were gathered together to celebrate Independence Day of India.

After that Volunteers sang the Patriotic songs and cheer up the movement.

5. **Sadbhavna Day Celebration.**

Guest: Principal Dr. R.D. Bhagat. & Prof. K.P.N. Kutty, Co-ordinator Degree College.

Date : 20\textsuperscript{th} Aug, 2011.
No of Participants : 98 Volunteers.

We arrange Poster Competition for the college students with the theme of Communal Harmony and 149 college students were participated.

NSS Unit had displayed various articles and Visual aids to communicate the message of Mahatma Gandhi.

6. **Teacher’s Day Celebration.**

Guest: Prof. K.P.N. Kutty, Co-ordinator Degree College.

Date : 5\textsuperscript{th} Sept, 2011.
No of participants : 45 Volunteers.

As per the group discussion and planning, we made and distributed hand made greetings cards. Team collected all hand made greeting cards and conducted Guru Vandana to show our respect and gratitude towards our all teachers and took their blessings.

Also offer the Rose and Hand made Greeting Cards.

7. **International Literacy Day.**

Guest: Principal Dr. R.D. Bhagat & Mr. Sanjeev Pingulkar, Trusty VIVA Charitable Trust.

Date : 8\textsuperscript{th} Sept, 2011.
No of participants : 50.
We all know the power of knowledge and need of education for survival. We conducted short session for the class 4 employs of college and discuss the importance of education. Also we obtained information of their house and children.

We motivate their minds to send their children in school for education. With the help of trust we provided educational material to 25 poor homes of adopted slum areas.

8. First Mayor’s State Level Marathon


Date : 18th Sept, 2011.
No of Volunteers : 220 Volunteers.

It was a great events hosted by VIVA College & NSS Unit and huge crowd were present to see the thrill of racing competition. Many celebrities remain present to cheer up the contestant of all age group.

NSS volunteers were mixed with public to control the crowd, guide them, at medical station and finish line to help the referee for perfect decision.


Guest: Principal Dr. R.D. Bhagat & Mr. Sanjeev Pingulkar, Trusty VIVA Charitable Trust. Prof. KPN Kutty Sir.

Date : 24th Sept, 2011.
No of participants : 250 volunteers.

NSS unit celebrated NSS Day by arranging Lecture on Leadership Development and Self Motivation. We planned to conduct Health Check up camp for school students of adopted area.


Guide: Principal R.D. Bhagat, Prof. K.P.N. Kutty, Prof. Rahul Chitre & Prof Vishal Sawant.

Date : 25th Sept, 2011.
No. of Participants : 05

Our College Principal, Co-ordinator and 2 Program Officers along with 5 volunteers visited the camp site Bhatane, to survey for arrangement of Residential Camp.

We had talk with Hon. Sugandha Jadhav, Chairperson, Gram Panchayat regarding the kinds of activities which can be undertaken during camp period.
11. Peace Rally against Terrorism at Churchgate.

Guest: Hon. Bitta Singh, Chief Anti-terrorist Movement, Sonu Nigam (Singer), Mukesh Khanna, Sunil Shetty (Big Screen Actors).

Date: 20th Nov, 2011.
No. of Participants: 90 Volunteers.

Various organization and Social clubs had organized huge Anti-Terrorist March on Marine Drive at Chruchgate.

And to support it, we had participated with slogan banner.

12. State Level Carom Board Competition.


Date: 19th Nov & 20th Nov, 2011.
No. of participants: 50 Volunteers.

VIVA Sports Club was hosting the state level carom competition and many participants through Maharashtra were gathered for the same.

Our volunteers worked as a guide for residential, food and management counter to provide information. Also help to control the crowd who came to see the tournament.

13. Peace Rally against Terrorism in Virar.

Guest: Principal Dr. R.D. Bhagat & Mr. Sanjeev Pingulkar, Trusty VIVA Charitable Trust.

Date: 26th Nov, 2011.
No. of Participants: 180 Volunteers.

With the theme “Youth Against Terrorism” with prior permission from Police, Management and Principal, all volunteers with college students were organized Peace Rally from College to Virar Railway station to created awareness against terrorism and social violence.
14. AIDS Awareness Camping.

Guest: Dr. Neeta Madam, Sarla Blood Bank & Mrs. Inasin Madam, Rotary Club Member.

Date : 1St Dec, 2011.
No of participants : 100 Volunteers.

We arrange Rally and Banners with Slogans to create awareness regarding AIDS disease. We also performed street play at Railway station, Bus Stand and Residential Colony to create awareness.

This is very much important to remove misbelieve of people and students as this subject cannot discuss openly. We were tried to create awareness.

15. Visit to Old Age Home.

Date : 12th Dec, 2011.
No of participants : 50

We visited LIFE-Foundation’s Old age home near VIVA College and spent 3Hours with them. We performed dance, cultural events and sang retro songs to entertain them.

It was quite heart touching experience and really found the values of senior people in society.


Chief Guest: Hon Shri Hintendra Thakur. Hon. Shri Kshitij Thakur, MLA Vasai. Principal R.D. Bhagat.

Date : 21st & 22nd Dec, 2011.
No. of Participants : 60 Volunteers per Day.

It was one of the great events of college activity and need volunteers to control huge college students.

Our volunteers worked at various sites to welcome the guest, to guide the students and parents, to maintain discipline and provided help to college teachers for their needs.
17. Jagtik Marathi Academy’s Two Days Seminar


Date : 7th & 8th Jan, 2012.
No of Volunteers : 145 per Day.

It was huge program organized by Jagtic Marathi Academy and various societies associated with Marathi Language. Many renowned personalities, celebrities, Poets, Writers were invited to share their views and talk on recent activities.

People from Virar vicinity were gathered to listen their thoughts and see celebrities. Our volunteers were engage at Welcome counter, Food distribution counter and over all control.

18. Samudaik Vivah Ceremony


Date : 29th Jan, 2012.
No of Volunteers : 250 Volunteers.

It was Limka Book Recorded Grant Events organized by Jivdani Devi Trst, VIVA Trust and VIVA College. The program includes marriages of all religions and all cast under one roof.

It was for those poor people who cannot afford the cost of Marriage ceremony due to poverty.

There were 1013 couple get married and NSS volunteers were catering the needs of all peoples and guest.